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A Material Difference
in Construction
Defect Claims

Some home builders furnish materials to all their subcontractors. Sometimes
this is at the suggestion of their agent. It may seem like a shrewd strategy
initially because by doing this, the 91853 ISO code typical to rating a home
builder's policy can omit the builder-furnished materials from a general liability
premium basis. This can save premium both up front and upon audit. However,
these savings can cost you a lot if there is a claim later.
Granted, some builders don't care much about coverage and are only looking
for the cheapest deal. Maybe these builders haven't had their first serious
liability claim yet, or maybe they had one and it didn't go well, so they have the
perception that insurance is a useless cost to satisfy certificate holders, banks
and/or regulators.
However, there are plenty of builders who count on their liability insurance for
adequate protection and they need to understand the best way to set up their
policies and their operations.
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The first problem with excluding materials from subcontracted work is that it
generally negates any coverage for construction defect claims arising from
faulty materials. Often the installation process is not the cause and the
materials used are the focus of blame. Building materials distributors and
manufacturers don't automatically defend the builder and most will vigorously
deny any fault, leaving it solely up the builder's liability insurance. If materials
were excluded from the premium basis, you can bet they will also be excluded
from coverage.
It is important to understand that most construction defect coverage comes
from the exception to exclusion “L” common to more than 95% of all insurance
written for home builders. The exclusion basically says there is no coverage for
“your work”.

As you might guess, a home builder's work is the home itself.
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Exclusion “K” (just before “L”) excludes “your product”, which has also been
used to make sure construction defect claims arising out of materials can be
excluded.

Where's the coverage? Look at the exception to exclusion “L” for
Subcontracted Work, highlighted below:

Note that if the materials are a part of the 91583 ISO general liability code then
the exception applies without differentiation to labor or materials.
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Unfortunately, a builder's self-performed work does not enjoy coverage from
the exception to exclusion “L”. Many insurers consider that warranty and not
insurance.
Builders who generally subcontract all work without furnishing materials are
best situated to take advantage of the exception to exclusion “L”. Of course,
this presumes that the 16-page general liability policy isn't otherwise
endorsed limiting construction defect coverage. One of the most devastating
endorsements is the ISO form CG 2294, which is an extreme example that
eliminates all coverage from property damage arising out of subcontracted
work. It almost makes you wonder how insurers using the CG 2294 can charge
premium for anything under 91583. At least there is still (and only) bodily
injury coverage…right?

The larger trend for carriers who are wanting to deny or discourage coverage
for construction defects has been to exclude faulty work from subcontractors
by endorsement. Sometimes this is justified in order to avoid having the GL
policy provide warranty coverage. However, just because a very large claim
isn't covered doesn't mean the builder and the associated trades aren't in
need of defense and a way to pay for large losses. Let's avoid messing with
Exclusion “L”. Give us a call.
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Wise Insure offers GL, XS, BR, IF, Cyber, and other
lines of coverage for contractors and trades. If you
are a retail agent who wants to learn more about how
Wise Insure can help with the needs of your
construction clients, Contact us today or call 360464-2531.
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If you really want to up your game working with contractors, be sure to check
out our Construction Insurance Risk Education (CIRE) program, designed to
help agents develop the expertise they need to effectively work with clients in
the construction industry. We have partnered with Bison MountainFinancial
(BMFCE) to offer these courses for a total of 23 CE credits, currently available in
26 states.
CIRE has recently announced a partnership with On3, a mobile-first AI field
learning tool that has verifiably shown it can make the necessary rapid expansion
of the construction labor force become both possible and prudent. Two of the
first CIRE courses to be hosted on the On3 platform will include Claims
Readiness for Job Site Accidents and Claims Readiness for Construction Defect
Problems.

